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Before starting assembly, read carefully the instruction
manuals of every components of the kit. 
Keep this instructions for future reference. 
Non-contractual photos and pictures.
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#1
Safety
precautions.

OK
0º

ENsafety precautions

Safety
precautions.
Carefully read, understand, and follow all 
information in this user manual before installing 
and using the swimming pool.
These warnings, instructions, and safety 
guidelines address some common risks of water 
recreation, but they cannot cover all risks and 
dangers in all cases.
Always use caution, common sense, and good 
judgment when enjoying any water activity. 
Retain this information for future use.

Non Swimmers safety:
      
Continuous, active, and vigilant supervision 
of weak swimmers and non-swimmers by 
a competent adult is required at all times 
(remembering that children under f ive are at 
the highest risk of drowning).

→  Designate a competent adult to supervise the 
pool each time it is being used.

→  Weak swimmers or non-swimmers should 
wear personal protection equipment when 
using the pool.

→  When the pool is not in use, or unsupervised, 
remove all toys from the swimming pool and 
its surrounding to avoid attracting children to 
the pool.

Safety devices

→   It  is  recommended to instal l  a barrier 
(and secure all doors and windows, where 
applicable) to prevent unauthorized access to 
the swimming pool.

→    Barriers, pool covers, pool alarms, or similar 
safety devices are helpful aids, but they are 

not substitutes for continuous and competent 
adult supervision.

Safety equipment

→  It is recommended to keep rescue equipment 
(e.g. a ring buoy) by the pool.

→  Keep a working phone and a list of emergency 
phone numbers near the pool

Safe use of the pool

→   Encourage all users especially children to learn 
how to swim.

→  Learn Basic Life Support (Cardiopulmonary 
Resuscitation -  CPR) and ref resh this 
knowledge regularly.
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assembly instructions

This can make a life-saving difference in the 
event of an emergency.

→ Instruct all pool users, including children, what 
to do in case of an emergency.
→  Never dive into any shallow body of water. This 

can lead to serious injury or death.
→  Do not use the swimming pool when using 

alcohol or medication that may impair your 
ability to safely use the pool.

→  When pool covers are used, remove them 
completely f rom the water surface before 
entering the pool.

→  Protect pool occupants from water related 
illnesses by keeping the pool water treated 
and practicing good hygiene. Consult the 
water treatment guidelines in the user’s 
manual.

WARNING
Every electrical appliance fed in 
220V, has to be located at least at 
3,50 m from the edge of the pool.
T h e  e q u i p m e n t  s h o u l d  b e 
connected to a voltage, with 
earth connection, protected by 
a residual current device (RCD) 
having a rated residual operating 
current not exceeding 30mA.

Read the instructions carefully 
and keep for future reference.

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEM,
CONTACT US!

www.grepool.com/en/after-sales

→  Store chemicals (e.g. water treatment, 
cleaning or disinfection products) out of the 
reach of children.

→  Signage is to be displayed in a prominent 
position within 2 m of the pool.

→  Removable ladders shall be placed on a 
horizontal surface.
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ENsafety precautions

STORAGE 
INSTRUCTIONS.
This pallet should be stored on a level floor, 
preferably concrete. 

If the pool is going to be immediately assembled:
• Revise the content.
•  Assemble it  as soon as possible to avoid 
deformation of the parts after having released the 
pallet straps.

If  the pool is not going to be immediately 
assembled:
• Do not remove the straps form the wooden pallet.
• In the case of having to undo the pallet and the 
pool is not going to be immediately assembled, 
the pallet should be rebuilt assuring good fixing to 
avoid deformation of the parts (using ropes, straps, 
etc).

NOTE:
In both cases, put weight on top to 
assure the parts remain flat. Store 
the pallet in an adequately ventilated 
place.
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IMPORTANT

In the case of breakages and/or deformations 
of the wood, make a complete inventory of the 
state of the pieces before requesting them from 
after-sales. This way, the pieces will all arrive in 
the same delivery.

After a few months since assembling the pool 
we recommend using a water-based dye to 
hydrate the wood. Remember wood is a live 
being. This reduce the appearance of fissures. 
This dye is advisable on copping because 
being most exposed to sunlight and chemical 

1.1

Autoclave 4

2 días

products. If you decide to paint your pool, make 
sure the product you use is adequate for wood 
treated with Autoclave 4.

Once you open the pallet of the wood, the pool 
must be assembled within a maximum period 
of two days. In addition, we suggest doing this 
on days without any rain to avoid that the wood 
is humidified, complicating the final assembly.

assembly instructions

IMPORTANT:
Without these numbers you can 
not claim the warranty.

Compulsory

FICHE DE GARANTIE FABRICANT 

PISCINE CANELLE
Piscine Bois RL 551 x 351 H119 All - 8 pans

Référence    Designation           QTE Unité

BOV551119    LOT Bois Pin V4         1               UN

KITBCANELLE    Bois Pin V4
786266    Sabot renfort              2  UN
622564    Sac de Sable               1  UN

→ It is mandatory to keep it in order to use the 
warranty
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Cracks Resin

Diferencias de 
tonalidad

Nerves and long 
knots

Retention of sterilization 
products

Surface mould Round knots

WOOD: A LIVING MATERIAL

Wood is a natural product, the fissures visible on 
the edges of the wood are completely normal and 
do not modify the resistance characteristics of 
the same.
Wood is always a malleable material (from 3% to 
4% of dimensional variations) with humidity and 
temperature oscillations. Therefore, small cracks 
can appear and in order to limit later deformations,
the technical criteria have been respected regarding 
the design, the choice of sections, and of packaging 
and the fixing methods.
Knots are natural elements of wood: their aspect 
and their size vary from one product to another. 

Mould can appear on the surface of wood, although 
not penetrating into it and not degrading it. After 
being treated with UV radiation, wood turns greyish 
with time without this affecting its durability. 
Varnish can be applied to wood treated in autoclave.
In addition to protection, varnish contributes to the 
beauty and long-life of wood. In this case¡, wait for 
the wood to completely dry before applying the 
varnish.

The secretion of resin is a natural phenomenon of 
resinous wood. Just as no tree is like another tree,
the following photographed elements cannot be 
considered as defects:

1.2

ENguarantee

IMPORTANT:
SYLVESTER PINE TREATED IN AUTOCLAVE
The wood we use is select pine and dried to 2.5% before treatment in class 
IV utoclave. It has a 10-year guarantee against insect attack and against 
rot for the parts in the ground.
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EN preparation of the site

1

2

3568mm

6318mm

50cm

90º

25
cm

50
cm

6520+1887=8407mm

4
568m

m

1887mm

3854mm

3568mm

25cm

25
cm

50
cm

4068+1887=5955mm

4354
m

m

1887mm

Ref. 790302 VASTO + DECK
L: 5,95 x A: 4,35 x AL: 0.10 m = 2.58 m3 of concrete.

AREA REQUIRED

Ref. 7900892 SAFRAN 2 + DECK
L: 8,47 x A: 4,57 x AL: 0.17 m = 6.58 m3 of concrete.
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#3
Components.

ref no. description  qty

32 CACHE L 22X56X1400  3
33 CORBELET 46X145X225  2
1 LAME 22X133X379  7
2 LAME 22X133X1095  1
34 LAME 22x133x1095  1
3 LAME 22x133x1655  7
4 LAME 22X133X2135  9
35 LAME 22X133X2135  1
5 LAME 22X133X2634  2
36 LAME 22X1332634  1
19 LIM F ECH 28/145/1.612  1
20 LIM G ECH 28/145/1.612  1
13 MARCHE ECH 28X145X586 4
9 MARG STD 28X145X115  1
10 MARG STD 28X145X260  1
11 MARG STD 28X145X405  1
12 MARG STD 28X145X550  1
14 MARG STD 28X145X695  1
15 MARG STD 28X145X840  1
16 MARG STD 28X145X985  1
17 MARG STD 28X145X1000 1
18 MARG STD 28X145X1200 2
21 MARG STD 28X145X1795  2
22 MARG STD 28X145X1800 1
23 MARG STD 28X145X2634 9
6 PORTE 44X594X924  1
30 POTEAU 68/68/1330  1
31 POTEAU 68/68/2358  5
38 SOLIVE 36/120/369  1
25 SOLIVE 36/120/795  2
37 SOLIVE 36/120/841  1
26 SOLIVE 36/120/955  1
27 SOLIVE 36/120/1055  4
28 SOLIVE 36/120/1190  4
29 SOLIVE 36/120/1800  1
24 SUPPORT 36/120/250  4
8 TASSEAU 22/68/1124  2

assembly instructions
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ENinstalation

WARNING:
Unscrew the shaded parts 
of your pool.
NB: 
T h e  p o o l  m u s t  b e 
assembled and f illed with 
water before assembling 
the deck.

Fig. 1 

#4
Installation.
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10 6x90

10 6x90

796

796
10 6x90

10 6x90

10 6x90

10 6x90

10 6x90

assembly instructions

ref no. description  qty

2 LAME 22x133x1095  9
4 LAME 22x133x2135  9
30 POTEAU 68/68/1330  1
31 POTEAU 68/68/2358  4
34 LAME 22x133x1095  1
35 LAME 22x133x2135  1

Wall 1

31

31

35

4

30

2

1

2

34

Fig. 2

10 6x90

10 6x90

WALL ASSEMBLY

Wall 2
Fig. 3
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ENinstalation

WARNING:
Cut a tab (male) in the bottom slat (5) as shown 
in the illustration (minimum 600 mm) to be 
able to position the door of the deck at the end 
of the assembly process.

ref no. description  qty

5 LAME 22x133x2634  1
36 LAME 22x133x2634  1

3

391 600 1667

1 6x90

1 6x90

1 6x90

1 6x90

391 600 1667

1 6x90

1 6x90

1 6x90

1 6x90

6 6x90

10 6x90

Fig. 4

5

5

36

Wall 2

Fig. 6

Join the two walls with 2 slats (36 and 5).

36

5

Fig. 5

Wall 1

Wall 3

Wall 2

Pool

Screw the structure to your pool.

Wall 1

Wall 3

Wall 3

DOOR
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assembly instructions

10 6x90
10 6x90

10 6x90
10 6x90

1193 1193

9 4x40

10 6x90

1193 1193

9 4x40

10 6x90

1193 1193

9 4x40

10 6x90

Fig. 9

ref nº description  qty

5 LAME 22x133x2634  1
1 LAME 22x133x379  7
3 LAME 22x133x1655  7
8 TASSEAU 22x133x1124 2
31 POTEAU 68/68/2358  1
36 LAME 22x133x2634  1

1
5 3

31

88

Finish assembling wall 3.

31
8 8

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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ENinstalation

WARNING:
Some 27 slats may coincide with a pool element. That is 
not a problem. The measurements in fig. X are indicative.

A. ASSEMBLING THE L-SHAPED BRACKET 
As shown in fig. 9, position and screw in 2 x 28 slats to form the 
L-shaped bracket which will support parts 27 and 29.

12
0

12
0

36

nº28 nº28

5
5x

70

5
4x

60

589 564 280 267570

2 6x90

120

120

36

nº28
nº28

5 5x70

5 4x60

Fig. 9

589 564 280 267570

2 6x90

ref no. description  qty

28 SOLIVE 36/120/1190  4 28

27

120

120

36

nº28
nº28

5 5x70

5 4x60

28B. FASTENING THE L-SHAPED BRACKET TO 
WALL 3
Screw in the two sets (28) from the inside of the 
pool.

Fig. 12

120

120

36

nº28
nº28

5 5x70

5 4x60

2828

ref no. description  qty

27 SOLIVE 36/120/1055  4
29 SOLIVE 36/120/1800  1

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

C. FASTENING STRUTS TO BRACKETS 

POSITIONING PLATFORM FIXINGS
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assembly instructions

20 4x60

20 4x60

2 4x60

ref nº description  qty

25 SOLIVE 36/120/795  2
37 SOLIVE 36/120/841  1
26 SOLIVE 36/120/955  1

37

26

25

ref nº description  qty

24 SUPPORT 36/120/250 4

D. POSITIONING THE REST OF THE STRUTS 
Screw in parts 25, 26 and 37.
Part 37 should be cut before it is screwed in.

E. FASTENING TO THE POOL
Screw part 24 to your pool; see fig. 18.

Fig. 16
Fig. 17

Fig. 18
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ENinstalation

These are the steps to follow for correct assembly of the 
platform:

- Position the surrounds (fig.19)
(They were removed in step 1) 

- Position the floor following the sequence order (fig.20)

- Cut the marked planks to adapt them properly (fig.20  
and fig.21)

NB:
The cut shown in fig. 21 is a recommendation. You are free 
to do otherwise under your own responsibility.

- Screw in all the parts with 4x60 screws (fig.22)
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Fig. 19

Fig. 22

Fig. 21

ref nº description  qty

9 MARG STD 28x145x115 1
10 MARG STD 28x145x260 1
11 MARG STD 28x145x405 1
12 MARG STD 28x145x550 1
14 MARG STD 28x145x695 1
15 MARG STD 28x145x840 1
16 MARG STD 28x145x985 1
23 MARG STD 28x145x2634 6

23
17

22

18
32 1

6
3 36

35

5

4

13

19
20

23

32

32

21

21

23
1615 14

1211
10 9

23

13
12

10
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7

1

2

3
4
5

6

11

Fig. 20

ASSEMBLING THE PLATFORM
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assembly instructions

2 4x60

6 6x90

Fig. 24 Fig. 25

WOODEN STEPLADDER
The wooden stepladder is included for access to 
the pool. Do not use for anything else.
Assemble the wooden stepladder and use it 
as a template to define the separation of the 
wooden blocks that support it. In the case 
that the pool ahs an elongated shape, the 
stepladder will be positioned on a small side.
Centre the external stepladder in relation to the 
side.
Drill with a Ø 10 mm bit for wood the 2 support 
and the 2 wooden blocks.

Do not use the stepladder for other needs 
different to those indicated in this manual.
Admitted maximum weight = 150 kgs..

Its is COMPULSORY to remove the stepladder 
after using the pool.
According to the height of the pool, the 
stepladder may need adjusting.
• Cut the supports of the ladder checking the 

dimensions as shown in figure 24 at the bottom 
part of the stepladder support and saw off the 
part you do not need..
• Assemble the stepladder and position it as 
shown in figure 25.

ref nº description  qty

17 MARG STD 28x145x1000 1
21 MARG STD 28x145x1795 2
23 MARG STD 28x145x2634 9

17

21

21

23

23

ref nº description  qty

33 CORBELET 46x145x225 2
19 LIM D ECH 28/145/1.612 1
20 LIM G ECH 28/145/1.612 1
13 MARCHE ECH 28x145x586 4

33

33

19

20

13

Fig. 23

ASSEMBLING HANDRAILS AND STEPLADDER
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ENinstalation

In the case that the pool is partially in-ground 
the stepladder should be cut to adapt it to the 
pool. For safety reasons, if the space between 
the floor and the first step is between 80 and 
230 mm (dimension A) close this space using 
the step of the ladder you have removed so that 
dimension B is less than 89 mm. To do that, 
follow these steps:

1- Reduce the length of the step by 12 mm.

2- If dimension A is less than 140 mm, reduce 
the width of the step so that when the step 
is installed the space below its is completely 
closed.

3- Assemble the modified step in the stepladder 
as shown in the upper diagram, trying to pre-
cut the stepladder support.

12

A B

88

235

2 6x90

4
2 LADOS

4x40

12

A B

88

235

12

A B

88

235

A C

B

For safety reasons, you should respect these 
dimensions whatever the configuration of the 
pool assembly.

IMPORTANT:
Admitted maximum weight = 150 kgs. 
Its is COMPULSORY to remove the 
stepladder after using the pool.

Butterfly screw 2 screws TRCC 120 mm

Screw 5x70 mm

12

A B

88

235

2 6x90

4
2 LADOS

4x40

Fig. 26
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assembly instructions

x2

2 6x90

2 4x40

3 4x60

4
2 LADOS

4x40

x2

2 6x90

2 4x40

3 4x60

4
2 LADOS

4x40

Door details:
Exterior details/Interior structure.

ref no. description  qty

17 MARG STD 28x145x1000 1
18 MARG STD 28x145x1200 2
22 MARG STD 28x145x1800 1
32 CACHE L 22x56x1400 3
6 PORTE 44x594x924  1

32

32

32

17

22

18

6

Fig. 27

ASSEMBLING LADDER RAILS AND DOOR
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ENguarantee

Guarantee card

Any reclamation against guarantee should be made by an 
online declaration, via the www.service-gre.com website, 
together with receipt of purchase. You may be asked for 
photographs to justify the claim.
No returns of material will be accepted without previous 
agreement.
The client will support all costs of all returns of goods, 
(packaging and ransport).

AFTER VERIFICATION AND CONFIRMATION OF A 
MANUFACTURING DEFECT.

→  The products that eectively show defects will be repaired or 
will be replaced free of transport costs.

The guarantee is limited to the repair or replacement of the 
defective part. It does not include, under any circumstance, the 
payment of compensation for harm and damages.

THE GUARANTEE IS NOT APPLICABLE IN THE FOLLOWING 
SITUATIONS:

→  Use of materials that do not comply to our instructions.
→  Damages caused by mishandling or an installation not 

complying with the instructions.
→ The maintenance instructions were not followed.
→ Inappropriate or wrong use of the chemical product.

Keep your manual with the purchase justication (payment receipt) 
for any type of reclamation.

IMPORTANT:

Manufacturas Gre interchanges components 
in exchange for others to be veried. If, after the 
verication no anomaly or dysfunction is detected, 
Manufacturas Gré reserves the right to invoice the 
client for the cost for transport and other diverse 
expenses.

NOTE:

Loose parts available for 5 years counting from the 
product invoicing date.

→ Sylvester pinewood treated with class IV autoclave has a
guarantee of 10 years against rot and the attack of insects.
→ Liner: 2 years for the seams and water tightness in normal 
conditions of use. The guarantee does not include: Ripping, 
tears,
breakages, stains (caused by pouring treatment products 
directly into the water), stains linked to the growth of algae, 
stains related to the decomposition of foreign bodies in contact 
with the liner, stains and decolouring resulting from the action 
of oxidising products, colour maintenance and wear due to 
friction of the material over diverse surfaces. Deformation of 
the liner that has been left without water for 24 hours (never 
completely empty the pool).
You should keep the label with the serial number of the liner 
that is on the product and on its packaging. This number and a 
sample of the liner will be required for any eventual reclamation 
against the guarantee.
→ Stainless steel stepladder: 2 years. In the case of a filtration 
due
to salt electrolysis, the guarantee will not cover the stepladder.
→ Filter group: The pump has 2 years guarantee (electrical 
problem), in normal conditions of use. The guarantee does not 

cover breakage of parts (pump base/sand deposit, pre-filter 
cover, multi-directional trap...), wear due to a poor connection, 
use of the pump without water, wear due to abrasion or 
corrosion (the filter group should be located in a cool and dry 
position, kept protected from water splashing).
→ Other components: 2 years

THE FOLLOWING IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE GUARANTEE:

Any machining done later and that negatively affects the 
quality of the treatment, like for example, without any 
limitations, any cutting, planing, sanding, or drilling. Exception: 
the holes needed for f ixing the reinforcements and wood 
blocks, which have been made using drill of at least 1 mm less 
diameter of the assembly screws.

→ Cuts in the liner
→ The assembly and lter connection
→ The assembly
→ The lling with water
→ Installation of the edges
→ The wintering
→ Maintenance

AFTER SALES SERVICE IN GUARANTEE:
(After justification and receipt of purchase)

• DELIVERY costs will be supported by the client.
• RETURN transport costs will be paid by Manufacturas Gré (for
those parts covered by the guarantee plan).
• Changing of wood after visual verification.
• Parts or components from Manufacturas Gré
• Period for change: 8 business days In the context of replacing
a defective component, the disassembly and assembly is not 
the
responsibility of Manufacturas Gré.

AFTER SALES SERVICE WITHOUT GUARANTEE:
• Delivery / return costs will be supported by the client.
• The parts will be invoiced according to the current price list.

→  In the case of problems, contact us: 
www.grepool.com/en/after-sales
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assembly instructions

Prologue

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

While the pool is disassembled, it is sensitive to variations of 
temperature and humidity. Therefore, certain precautions 
should be taken for storage.
When you receive the packets, store the pieces of wood in 
horizontal position on a flat surface, shielding them from 
humidity and sunlight to avoid any risk of deformation.

ESSENTIAL

→ Do not store the wood in sunlight, to avoid excessive sags or
cracks in the wood.
→ Do not store the pool outside protected by a watertight cover,
because the condensation emanating from the wood will 
make it even more humid and will subject to changes of shape.

COMPULSORY

→ Assemble the structure only once.
→ Store the wood of your pool on a flat surface, shielding it from
humidity and sunlight.
→ Remove the protective film so the wood can «breathe».

DURATION OF THE INSTALLATION

The installation of this pool needs the intervention of at least 
two
persons and takes two days (besides the preparation of the 
land
and the filling).

BEFORE BUILDING YOUR POOL MAKE SURE

→ You have the assistance of a qualified person for the electrical
connections.
→ There is sufficient water supply to fill the pool.
→ That you have carefully read the manual, step by step, to fully
understand the installation of your pool.

IMPORTANT:

Manufacturas Gre, S.A. will not be responsible for 
any fault due to poor quality in concrete.
The concrete slab must be made by a professional 
in accordance with the instructions given in this 
instruction manual. If there was any complaint, the 
invoice for the slab may be requested in order to 
examine the pool’s warranty.

 INSTALLATION SUGGESTION:

The land should be prepared as indicated in the 
«installation» chapter of this manual.

NOTE:

When you have installed your pool and all the 
components are assembled, we thank you for 
classifying and recycling all the packaging.

IN GROUND POOLS AND SPECIFIC REGULATIONS

For on ground pools, we recommend protecting access to the 
pool by one standardized protection element.
For semi in-ground and fully in ground pools, the French law 
no.
2003-9 of 3rd January 2003. related to pool safety, as well as 
French decree no. 2003-1398 of 31st December 2003, related to 
pool safety, require protecting the pool by at least one element 
of standardized protection, like:

- Protection fence
- Pool alarm
- Pool cover
- Pool hut 

DO NOT SITUATE YOUR POOL

• Under overhead electricity cables
• Under branches of trees
• On non-stable land

A good location allows you to save time and avoid limitations. 
The pool should be in a sunny spot and easily reached.
The location of the pool should be free of tubes or electrical 
connections.
Take into account that the best is to assemble the pool on a 
sunny day and avoid high winds.

PACKAGING, CLASSIFICATION AND RECYCLING

• Some pool components are packed in plastic bags. To avoid all
risk of asphyxia, never allow babies or children to play with 
these.
• Thanks for respecting the European Union Laws and 
collaborating in protecting the environment.
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ENguarantee

Safe use of the pool
→ Encourage all users especially children to learn how to swim
→ Learn Basic Life Support (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation - 
CPR) and refresh this knowledge regularly. This can make a 
life-saving difference in the event of an emergency.
→ Instruct all pool users, including children, what to do in case 
of an emergency -Never dive into any shallow body of water. 
This can lead to serious injury or death.
- Do not use the swimming pool when using alcohol or 
medication that may impair your ability to safely use the pool.
- When pool covers are used, remove them completely from 
the water surface before entering the pool.
- Protect pool occupants f rom water related illnesses by 
keeping the pool water treated and practicing good hygiene. 
Consult the water treatment guidelines in the user’s manual.
- Store chemicals (e.g. water treatment, cleaning or disinfection 
products) out of the reach of children.
- Signage is to be displayed in a prominent position within 2 
m of the pool.
- Removable ladders shall be placed on a horizontal surface.

Prologue

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
The f ilter kit (f ilter + pump) should be installed at least 3.5 
metres from the pool to avoid the risk of electrocution.
There should be a special differential electricity protection 
device for pools with electric f ilter pumps, according to the 
regulation.
Never leave children without surveillance near the pool.
After each bath, remove the external stepladder to avoid 
accidental falling into the pool of children or of pets (Regulation 
EN-P90-317).
This pool is exclusively designed for family use. Walking on the 
edges or diving or jumping from them is strictly forbidden.
Carefully read, understand, and follow all information in this 
user manual before installing and using the swimming pool.
These warnings, instructions, and safety guidelines address 
some common risks of water recreation, but they cannot cover 
all risks and dangers in all cases. Always use caution, common 
sense, and good judgment when enjoying any water activity. 
Retain this information for future use.
Non Swimmers safety:
Continuous, active, and vigilant supervision of weak swimmers 
and non-swimmers by a competent adult is required at all 
times (remembering that children under five are at the highest 
risk of drowning).
→ Designate a competent adult to supervise the pool each time 
it is being used.
→ Weak swimmers or non-swimmers should wear personal 
protection equipment when using the pool.
→ When the pool is not in use, or unsupervised, remove all toys 
from the swimming pool and its surrounding.
Safety devices
→ It is recommended to install a barrier (and secure all doors 
and windows, where applicable) to prevent unauthorized 
access to the swimming pool.
→ Barriers, pool covers, pool alarms, or similar safety devices are 
helpful aids, but they are not substitutes for continuous and 
competent adult supervision.
Safety equipment
→ It is recommended to keep rescue equipment (e.g. a ring 
buoy) by the pool.
→ Keep a working phone and a list of emergency phone 
numbers near the pool.

WARNING:
Every electrical appliance fed in 220 V, has to be 
located at least at 3,50 m from the edge of the 
pool. The equipment should be connected to a 
voltage, with earth connection, protected by a 
residual current device (RCD) having a rated residual 
operating current not exceeding 30 mA.
Lea atentamente las instrucciones y guárdelas para 
futuras consultas.
Read the instructions carefully and keep for 
future
reference.
IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEM, CONTACT US!
www.grepool.com
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